Phase behavior of palmitic acid/cholesterol/cholesterol sulfate mixtures and properties of the derived liposomes.
The phase behavior of mixtures formed by palmitic acid (PA), cholesterol (Chol), and sodium cholesteryl sulfate (Schol) has been characterized by differential scanning calorimetry and infrared and 2H NMR spectroscopy. It is reported that it is possible to form, with PA/sterol mixtures, fluid lamellar phases where the sterol content is very high (a sterol mole fraction of 0.7). As a consequence of the rigidifying ability of the sterols, the PA acyl chains are very ordered. The stability of these self-assembled bilayers is found to be pH-dependent. This property can be controlled by the Chol/Schol molar ratio, and it is proposed that this parameter modulates the balance between the intermolecular interactions between the constituting species. A phase-composition diagram summarizing the behavior of these mixtures as a function of pH, at room temperature, is presented. It is also shown that it is possible to produce large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) from these mixtures, using standard extrusion techniques. The resulting LUVs display a very limited passive release of the entrapped material. In addition, these LUVs constitute a versatile vector for pH-triggered release.